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this book covers nanostructure materials for application as supercapacitors it highlights the properties that make them ideal for energy storage applications it reports approaches on their electronic electrical thermal
properties to increase their specific surfaces in order to improve their electrical storage capacities this book consolidates information on synthesis characterization and application for supercapacitors with detailed
characterization mechanistic approaches and theoretical consideration the progress in experimental and theoretical studies on various properties of nanomaterials and its polymer and other composites are described in
detail emergence and complexity refer to the appearance of higher level properties and behaviours of a system that obviously comes from the collective dynamics of that system s components these properties are not
directly deducible from the lower level motion of that system emergent properties are properties of the whole that are not possessed by any of the individual parts making up that whole such phenomena exist in various
domains and can be described using complexity concepts and thematic knowledges this book highlights complexity modelling through dynamical or behavioral systems the pluridisciplinary purposes developed along the
chapters are able to design links between a wide range of fundamental and applicative sciences developing such links instead of focusing on specific and narrow researches is characteristic of the science of complexity that
we try to promote by this contribution ivermectin and abamectin members of the avermectin family of compounds were introduced to the market in the 1980 s as a veterinary antiparasitic drug and agricultural pesticide
respectively their acceptance and commercial success have been remarkable both are highly effective and in worldwide use the efficacy of ivermectin in river blindness has expanded the interest in its use in human medicine in
response to the intense scientific and industrial interest in ivermectin and abamectin and the likelihood that they will be forerunners of an expanding family of drugs this comprehensive monograph satisfies the need for a review
and synthesis of current knowledge about the use of these substances in crop protection as well as in cattle sheep swine horses dogs cats birds fish reptiles and in man this overview presents chemical biochemical and
microbiological data as well as pharmacological safety and environmental aspects and covers practical use of the compounds as antiparasitic and pesticide agents as well as the available safety data that have emerged
from the clinical experience with human applications this book which presents the peer reviewed post proceedings of csndd 2012 and csndd 2014 addresses the important role that relevant concepts and tools from nonlinear
and complex dynamics could play in present and future engineering applications it includes 22 chapters contributed by outstanding researchers and covering various aspects of applications including structural health
monitoring diagnosis and damage detection experimental methodologies active vibration control and smart structures passive control of structures using nonlinear energy sinks vibro impact dynamic mems nems afm energy
harvesting materials and structures and time delayed feedback control as well as aspects of deterministic versus stochastic dynamics and control of nonlinear phenomena in physics researchers and engineers interested in
the challenges posed and opportunities offered by nonlinearities in the development of passive and active control strategies energy harvesting novel design criteria modeling and characterization will find the book to be an
outstanding introduction toxicological effects of veterinary medicinal products in humans is the first definitive guide to discuss the adverse effects of veterinary medicinal products in humans the chapters focus on
occupational safety and consumer issues and examine the circumstances under which exposure is likely to occur to be in context it reviews this against the background of adverse health effects from other sources in the
veterinary and farming professions the book examines adverse drug effects reported to regulatory agencies mainly the fda�s center for veterinary medicine and then considers a series of individual drugs including antibiotics
anaesthetics and organophosphorus compounds the chapters also discuss the fundamental aspects of regulatory issues relating to safety assessment and examine the manner in which user safety is assessed prior to
authorisation approval and what measures can be taken after authorisation approval in the light of findings from pharmacovigilance activities there is growing concern over the issue of antimicrobial resistance and the
contribution made by veterinary medicinal products this too is addressed along with the significance to human health and measures that can be taken to mitigate the effects if any of the use of antibiotics in animals e g
prudent use measures the book will be an essential resource for medical practitioners in hospitals and general practice pharmaceutical industry scientists analysts regulators and risk managers this book focuses on the
techniques of artificial intelligence that are mainly used in the power electronics field for the optimization of lost vehicle power with the intention of optimizing the powerful energy of the vehicles and producing reliable
energy the most efficient methods algorithms and strategies of ethical artificial intelligence ai are being applied by employing machine learning methods the optimization of power energy in vehicles can be quickly recovered and
managed efficiently in today s bustling world power energy is indispensable for progress yet in congested vehicular ad hoc networks vanets vehicles often face power depletion and decreased efficiency this book explores
these challenges encompassing not only power but also other critical power electronics within vehicles we aim to introduce innovative approaches leveraging ethical ai methods to optimize energy performance in the face of
these difficulties through this exploration we seek to provide practical insights into navigating congested vanet environments while upholding ethical principles in technological advancements our book will discuss the
current power energy concerns faced by vehicles and also contribute a novel strategy to overcome those concerns the employment of ethical ai in vehicular power energy will undoubtedly improve the effectiveness and
production of vehicles this book presents a collection of state of the art artificial intelligence and big data analytics approaches to cybersecurity intelligence it illustrates the latest trends in ai ml based strategic
defense mechanisms against malware vulnerabilities cyber threats as well as proactive countermeasures it also introduces other trending technologies such as blockchain sdn and iot and discusses their possible impact on
improving security the book discusses the convergence of ai ml and big data in cybersecurity by providing an overview of theoretical practical and simulation concepts of computational intelligence and big data analytics
used in different approaches of security it also displays solutions that will help analyze complex patterns in user data and ultimately improve productivity this book can be a source for researchers students and
practitioners interested in the fields of artificial intelligence cybersecurity data analytics and recent trends of networks transition elements advances in research and application 2012 edition is a scholarlyeditions ebook
that delivers timely authoritative and comprehensive information about transition elements the editors have built transition elements advances in research and application 2012 edition on the vast information databases
of scholarlynews you can expect the information about transition elements in this ebook to be deeper than what you can access anywhere else as well as consistently reliable authoritative informed and relevant the
content of transition elements advances in research and application 2012 edition has been produced by the world s leading scientists engineers analysts research institutions and companies all of the content is from peer
reviewed sources and all of it is written assembled and edited by the editors at scholarlyeditions and available exclusively from us you now have a source you can cite with authority confidence and credibility more
information is available at scholarlyeditions com this book focuses on the use of ai ml based techniques to solve issues related to iot based environments as well as their applications it addresses among others signal
detection channel modeling resource optimization routing protocol design transport layer optimization user application behavior prediction software defined networking congestion control communication network
optimization security and anomaly detection this book is an elaborate account of the effects of abiotic stressors on cereals crops it not only discusses the impacts of abiotic stress on the crops but also the
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physiological biochemical and molecular strategies applied in plant of cereal crops to alleviate the detrimental effects of abiotic stressors the book also elaborates on various molecular response to the abiotic stress
it is a knowledgebase providing readers latest updates on development of high performance diagnostics stress induced responses genomics phenomics and metabolomics involved in abiotic stress tolerance of cereal food crops
the book is useful for plant scientists and research scholars post graduate students of agriculture sciences plant physiology botany and biochemistry also benefit from this compilation this text details the plant
assisted remediation method phytoremediation which involves the interaction of plant roots and associated rhizospheric microorganisms for the remediation of soil contaminated with high levels of metals pesticides
solvents radionuclides explosives crude oil organic compounds and various other contaminants each chapter highlights and compares the beneficial and economical alternatives of phytoremediation to currently practiced
soil removal and burial practices this book covers state of the art approaches in phytoremediation written by leading and eminent scientists from around the globe phytoremediation management of environmental
contaminants volume 1 supplies its readers with a multidisciplinary understanding in the principal and practical approaches of phytoremediation from laboratory research to field application primer on cerebrovascular
diseases second edition is a handy reference source for scientists students and physicians needing reliable up to date information on basic mechanisms physiology pathophysiology and medical issues related to brain
vasculature the book consists of short specific chapters written by international experts on cerebral vasculature presenting the information in a comprehensive and easily accessible manner numerous changes have occurred
in the field since the publication of the first edition in 1997 particularly our understanding of the genetic aspects of cerebrovascular disease this updated edition reflects the advances made over the last two decades not
only demonstrating the promise for therapy but also for a molecular understanding of cerebrovascular diseases the new edition includes new and expanded topics including carotid stenting iatrogenic causes of stroke
axonal transport and injury rnais proteomics and more provides concise chapters on topics in cerebral blood flow and metabolism pathogenesis of cerebrovascular disorders diagnostic testing and management in a
comprehensive and accessible format written by international leading authorities on cerebral vasculature provides up to date information on practical applications of basic research and the main clinical issues facing the
community such as axonal transport and proteomics the world has witnessed several revolutions since the dawn of industrial revolution some two centuries ago during the current century itself three revolutions in the
area of communication information processing and quality have taken place and each time the standard of living of man improved beyond predictions but during the same period the world population has also phenomenally
increased dwarfing the gains achieved from the development increased level of industrial activity to meet the of humanity has caused irreversible damage to the pristine environment that the demand earth once had economic
disparity between the haves and havenots has widened aggravating the situation further more ozone layer depletion warming up of earth s atmosphere and the pollution created by uncontrolled industrial activity to gain
economic strength are now assuming the proportion of a catastrophe that may eventually threaten the survival of life on earth developed countries blame the third world countries for the uncontrolled emissions
through burning of fossil fuels and for wasting precious resources of energy by using inefficient and uneconomical technologies while the developed countries are equally responsible for avoidable ov er consumption and for
the wastage of resources and energy and for not sharing the improved and efficient technologies with the developing countries thus the wastage by both these set of countries continues unabated after all resources of the
world are finite and are meant to be shared by all its inhabitants vacation goose travel guide chittagong bangladesh is an easy to use small pocket book filled with all you need for your stay in the big city top 23 city
attractions top 50 city restaurants top 3 shopping centers top 13 hotels and more than a dozen monthly weather statistics this travel guide is up to date with the latest developments of the city as of 2017 we hope
you let this pocket book be part of yet another fun chittagong adventure wisden india almanack now in it s sixth edition pays homage to india s women cricketers who over the past couple of years have been among the most
talked about the most keenly followed and the most vociferously encouraged in the country starting with menon and including karunya keshav sharda ugra lawrence booth aakash chopra amrit mathur simon barnes ian
chappell shehan karunatilaka bhagwat chandrasekhar erapalli prasanna samanth subramanian and many more the discerning reader has plenty to read and savour over 800 pages includes entries for maps and atlases as we
know rapid industrialization is a serious concern in the context of a healthy environment and public health due to the generation of huge volumes of toxic wastewater although various physico chemical and biological
approaches are available for the treatment of this wastewater many of them are not effective now there a number of emerging ecofriendly cost effective approaches utilizing microorganisms bacterial fungi algae green
plants or their enzymes and constructed wetland treatment systems in the treatment of wastewaters containing pollutants such as endocrine disrupting chemicals toxic metals pesticides dyes petroleum hydrocarbons and
phenolic compounds this book provides a much needed comprehensive overview of the various types of wastewater and their ecotoxicological effects on the environment humans animals and plants as well as various
emerging and eco friendly approaches for their treatment it provides insights into the ecological problems and challenges in the treatment and management of wastewaters generated by various sources antimicrobial
resistance amr is a global public health threat the menace of antimicrobial resistance is present across health animal agriculture food and environment sectors it therefore requires an inter disciplinary combat approach the
one health approach envisaged by the fao unep who woah quadripartite food and agriculture organization of the united nations fao the un environment programme unep the world health organization who and the world
organisation for animal health woah this comprehensive reference book provides a thorough understanding of antimicrobial resistance across different sectors it presents deep insights and gives a global perspective on
antimicrobial resistance for policymakers the book offers essential and up to date information that enables researchers from multiple fields to design research on antimicrobial resistance the book discusses molecular
mechanisms and antibiotic resistance genes of significant antimicrobial resistant pathogens regulatory frameworks available worldwide and mitigation strategies across the sectors including probiotics prebiotics
antimicrobial peptides bacteriophages phytochemical compounds immunostimulants vaccines bacteriocins etc it compiles essays from leading experts in the field of antimicrobial resistance research the book is meant for
students and researchers in microbiology medical microbiology and public health it is also helpful for clinicians and policymakers food and lifestyle in health and disease gathers information on various food types providing
an explanation of their nutrient composition sources roles and mechanisms in health and diseases to obtain good health practices and prevent diseases it is necessary to understand links in the relationship of food lifestyle
environment and health this book is a vital source for research topics related to these issues including the following analysis of various types of food and lifestyles for the prevention and treatment of diseases and
disorders including cardiovascular disorders cancers neurodegenerative diseases diabetes hypertension and obesity the influences of environmental pollution synergistic effects of different foods and synergy of foods with
physical activity or medicine the roles of animal fungal and plant source foods in human health and disease this book is appropriate for health conscious users health care providers and practitioners teachers and
researchers despite the rapid spread of buddhism especially the esoteric system of tantra one of its most popular yet most misunderstood forms the historical origins of buddhist thought and practice remain obscure this
groundbreaking work describes the genesis of the tantric movement in early medieval india where it developed as a response to and in some ways an example of the feudalization of indian society drawing on primary documents
many translated for the first time from sanskrit prakrit tibetan bengali and chinese ronald davidson shows how changes in medieval indian society including economic and patronage crises a decline in women s participation
and the formation of large monastic orders led to the rise of the esoteric tradition in india that became the model for buddhist cultures in china tibet and japan the is the third edition of a text that surveys the drugs used
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to treat bacterial fungal prarsitic and viral infections this book contains comprehensive presentations of the mechanisms for both the antimicrobial actions and for the adverse clinical effects of these drugs complete
discussions of the pharmacology are highlighted by numerous charts and tables summarizing each drug s pharmacokinetic properties and microbial susceptibility with 3500 reference citations the anitmicrobial drugs provides
a complete entry into the literature making it an invaluable resource for infectious disease specialists clinical pharmacists clinical microbiologists medical students pharmacy students and graduate students in
pharmacology and microbiology this book contains information on solutions to soil water and environmental issues the deterioration of fertile soil fresh clean water and hygienic and green environments for many reasons
have created concerns among the scientific community soil water and the environment are threatened by chemical applications pesticides and fertilizers for example natural disasters erosion volcanic eruptions etc and other
anthropogenic activities ghg emission deforestation urbanization and more life is dependent on these resources if the soil is lost from where can we produce food if water is lost how will life persist if the environment is not
clean how will living beings humans animals and birds survive this book demonstrates critical thinking about how we might save these precious resources this book constitutes the proceedings of the 7th international
conference on algorithms for computational biology alcob 2020 was planned to be held in missoula mt usa in april 2020 due to the corona pandemic the conference was postponed to be held together with alcob 2021 the
15 full papers included in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 24 submissions they were organized in topical sections on genomics phylogenetics and rna seq and other biological processes the 4 volume
set lnai 13455 13458 constitutes the proceedings of the 15th international conference on intelligent robotics and applications icira 2022 which took place in harbin china during august 2022 the 284 papers included in
these proceedings were carefully reviewed and selected from 442 submissions they were organized in topical sections as follows robotics mechatronics applications robotic machining medical engineering soft and hybrid
robots human robot collaboration machine intelligence and human robot interaction in saudi arabia today a classic confrontation between islamic fundamentalism and modernism has brought the saudi banking system
virtually to a state of paralysis the debate is between those upholding the traditional islamic prohibition against charging interest on loans and those who wish to see a modern banking system capable of generating credit
to support economic development drawing on personal experience interviews and unpublished primary sources peter wilson tells a dramatic story of powerful personalities clashing cultures and often mysterious
institutions with a journalists eye for the telling anecdote as well as for the statistical evidence complex systems are pervasive in many areas of science with the increasing requirement for high levels of system
performance complex systems has become an important area of research due to its role in many industries advances in system dynamics and control provides emerging research on the applications in the field of control and
analysis for complex systems with a special emphasis on how to solve various control design and observer design problems nonlinear systems interconnected systems and singular systems featuring coverage on a broad
range of topics such as adaptive control artificial neural network and synchronization this book is an important resource for engineers professionals and researchers interested in applying new computational and
mathematical tools for solving the complicated problems of mathematical modeling simulation and control this book discusses a variety of topics related to industrial and applied mathematics focusing on wavelet
theory sampling theorems inverse problems and their applications partial differential equations as a model of real world problems computational linguistics mathematical models and methods for meteorology earth
systems environmental and medical science and the oil industry it features papers presented at the international conference in conjunction with 14th biennial conference of isiam held at guru nanak dev university amritsar
india on 2 4 february 2018 the conference has emerged as an influential forum bringing together prominent academic scientists experts from industry and researchers the topics discussed include schrodinger operators
quantum kinetic equations and their application extensions of fractional integral transforms electrical impedance tomography diffuse optical tomography galerkin method by using wavelets a cauchy problem associated
with korteweg de vries equation and entropy solution for scalar conservation laws this book motivates and inspires young researchers in the fields of industrial and applied mathematics microbiomics dimensions
applications and translational implications of human and environmental microbiome research describes a new holistic approach to microbiomics international experts provide in depth discussion of current research methods
for studying human environmental viral and fungal microbiomes as well as the implications of new discoveries for human health nutrition disease cancer research probiotics and in the food and agricultural industries
distinct chapters covering culturomics and sub microbiomes such as the viriome and mycetobiome provide an integrative framework for the expansion of microbiomics into new areas of application as well as crosspollination
between research areas detailed case studies include the use of microbiomics to develop natural products with antimicrobial properties microbiomic enhancements in food and beverage technology microbes for bioprotection
and biopreservation microbial tools to reduce antibiotic resistance and maintenance and cultivation of human microbial communities provides an integrated approach for realizing the potential of microbiomics across the life
environmental food and agricultural sciences includes thorough analysis of human environmental viral and mycetol microbiomes as well as methods and technology for identifying microbiotes features chapter
contributions from international leaders in microbiomic methods technology and applications in the industrial era the most important potential threat to crop production is abiotic stress including toxic metal metalloid
stress growing populations and rapid industrialization lead to the generation and release of huge amounts of toxic metals metalloids into the environment altering plant physiological processes and reducing yields in the
last few decades there has been extensive research to elucidate the mechanisms of tolerance to metal metalloid toxicity and ways to improve the defense system in plants use of exogenous photoprotectants such as
osmoprotectants plant nutrients phytohormones signaling molecules antioxidants amino acids and organic acids are widely being used to improve plants tolerance to metal metalloid stress recently phytoremediation
approaches have been effectively employed to remediate metal metalloid pollution this book presents the latest insights into plant responses and tolerance in plants grown under metal metalloids stress to provide a better
understanding of the topic and the future outlook herbal medicine is a multidisciplinary compilation of topics in herbal medicine that are designed to enlighten all who have a stake in healthcare in light of the current trends
and popularity of herbal medicine cultural societal differences and perception and the relationship with modern healthcare this book presents selected topics to ensure that necessary information on herbal medicine in
healthcare is provided apart from clarifying certain important complexities and misconceptions on herbal medicine a general overview of herbal medicine uses of herbs in the management of diseases plant secondary metabolites
analytical techniques applications in stem cell research use as leads for conventional drug compound development and research and development of herbal medicines for healthcare are among the major discussions in this
book known to many as american university s peace legend abdul aziz said 1930 2021 led an academic career spanning nearly sixty years always a forward looking thinker said consistently sought to be among the first to
grapple with the leading edge issues ofhis day from decolonization and turbulent social change in developing countries to theinfluence of multinational corporations the normative priority of human rights culturalaspects
of conflict resolution and the promotion of islamic western understanding taken together his extensive writings innovative pedagogy and practical pursuits offera model for engaged scholarship characterized by dynamic
use of the platform providedby a university career to advance international peace intercultural dialogue and socialjustice as well as a spiritual ethic emphasizing unity and connectedness among peoplefrom diverse
cultural religious and racial backgrounds abdul aziz said has been an innovator in international relations and peacestudies born in syria he completed his higher education in the united states and wenton to teach multiple
generations of international affairs students he was a leading scholar focusing on global peace as well as islam and peace his writings address salient global issues from the 1950s to the first decades ofthe twenty first
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Nanostructured Materials for Supercapacitors

2022-05-19

this book covers nanostructure materials for application as supercapacitors it highlights the properties that make them ideal for energy storage applications it reports approaches on their electronic electrical thermal
properties to increase their specific surfaces in order to improve their electrical storage capacities this book consolidates information on synthesis characterization and application for supercapacitors with detailed
characterization mechanistic approaches and theoretical consideration the progress in experimental and theoretical studies on various properties of nanomaterials and its polymer and other composites are described in
detail

From System Complexity to Emergent Properties

2009-08-07

emergence and complexity refer to the appearance of higher level properties and behaviours of a system that obviously comes from the collective dynamics of that system s components these properties are not directly
deducible from the lower level motion of that system emergent properties are properties of the whole that are not possessed by any of the individual parts making up that whole such phenomena exist in various domains and
can be described using complexity concepts and thematic knowledges this book highlights complexity modelling through dynamical or behavioral systems the pluridisciplinary purposes developed along the chapters are able
to design links between a wide range of fundamental and applicative sciences developing such links instead of focusing on specific and narrow researches is characteristic of the science of complexity that we try to promote
by this contribution

Ivermectin and Abamectin

2012-12-06

ivermectin and abamectin members of the avermectin family of compounds were introduced to the market in the 1980 s as a veterinary antiparasitic drug and agricultural pesticide respectively their acceptance and
commercial success have been remarkable both are highly effective and in worldwide use the efficacy of ivermectin in river blindness has expanded the interest in its use in human medicine in response to the intense scientific and
industrial interest in ivermectin and abamectin and the likelihood that they will be forerunners of an expanding family of drugs this comprehensive monograph satisfies the need for a review and synthesis of current knowledge
about the use of these substances in crop protection as well as in cattle sheep swine horses dogs cats birds fish reptiles and in man this overview presents chemical biochemical and microbiological data as well as
pharmacological safety and environmental aspects and covers practical use of the compounds as antiparasitic and pesticide agents as well as the available safety data that have emerged from the clinical experience with
human applications

Cumulated Index Medicus

1971

this book which presents the peer reviewed post proceedings of csndd 2012 and csndd 2014 addresses the important role that relevant concepts and tools from nonlinear and complex dynamics could play in present and
future engineering applications it includes 22 chapters contributed by outstanding researchers and covering various aspects of applications including structural health monitoring diagnosis and damage detection
experimental methodologies active vibration control and smart structures passive control of structures using nonlinear energy sinks vibro impact dynamic mems nems afm energy harvesting materials and structures and time
delayed feedback control as well as aspects of deterministic versus stochastic dynamics and control of nonlinear phenomena in physics researchers and engineers interested in the challenges posed and opportunities offered
by nonlinearities in the development of passive and active control strategies energy harvesting novel design criteria modeling and characterization will find the book to be an outstanding introduction
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Structural Nonlinear Dynamics and Diagnosis

2015-08-13

toxicological effects of veterinary medicinal products in humans is the first definitive guide to discuss the adverse effects of veterinary medicinal products in humans the chapters focus on occupational safety and
consumer issues and examine the circumstances under which exposure is likely to occur to be in context it reviews this against the background of adverse health effects from other sources in the veterinary and farming
professions the book examines adverse drug effects reported to regulatory agencies mainly the fda�s center for veterinary medicine and then considers a series of individual drugs including antibiotics anaesthetics and
organophosphorus compounds the chapters also discuss the fundamental aspects of regulatory issues relating to safety assessment and examine the manner in which user safety is assessed prior to authorisation approval
and what measures can be taken after authorisation approval in the light of findings from pharmacovigilance activities there is growing concern over the issue of antimicrobial resistance and the contribution made by
veterinary medicinal products this too is addressed along with the significance to human health and measures that can be taken to mitigate the effects if any of the use of antibiotics in animals e g prudent use measures the
book will be an essential resource for medical practitioners in hospitals and general practice pharmaceutical industry scientists analysts regulators and risk managers

The Pakistan National Bibliography

1985

this book focuses on the techniques of artificial intelligence that are mainly used in the power electronics field for the optimization of lost vehicle power with the intention of optimizing the powerful energy of the vehicles
and producing reliable energy the most efficient methods algorithms and strategies of ethical artificial intelligence ai are being applied by employing machine learning methods the optimization of power energy in vehicles can be
quickly recovered and managed efficiently in today s bustling world power energy is indispensable for progress yet in congested vehicular ad hoc networks vanets vehicles often face power depletion and decreased efficiency
this book explores these challenges encompassing not only power but also other critical power electronics within vehicles we aim to introduce innovative approaches leveraging ethical ai methods to optimize energy
performance in the face of these difficulties through this exploration we seek to provide practical insights into navigating congested vanet environments while upholding ethical principles in technological advancements our
book will discuss the current power energy concerns faced by vehicles and also contribute a novel strategy to overcome those concerns the employment of ethical ai in vehicular power energy will undoubtedly improve the
effectiveness and production of vehicles

Toxicological Effects of Veterinary Medicinal Products in Humans

2012-10

this book presents a collection of state of the art artificial intelligence and big data analytics approaches to cybersecurity intelligence it illustrates the latest trends in ai ml based strategic defense mechanisms against
malware vulnerabilities cyber threats as well as proactive countermeasures it also introduces other trending technologies such as blockchain sdn and iot and discusses their possible impact on improving security the book
discusses the convergence of ai ml and big data in cybersecurity by providing an overview of theoretical practical and simulation concepts of computational intelligence and big data analytics used in different approaches
of security it also displays solutions that will help analyze complex patterns in user data and ultimately improve productivity this book can be a source for researchers students and practitioners interested in the fields
of artificial intelligence cybersecurity data analytics and recent trends of networks

The Pakistan National Bibliography, 1947-1961: Pure sciences to geography & history, 500 to 900

1973

transition elements advances in research and application 2012 edition is a scholarlyeditions ebook that delivers timely authoritative and comprehensive information about transition elements the editors have built
transition elements advances in research and application 2012 edition on the vast information databases of scholarlynews you can expect the information about transition elements in this ebook to be deeper than what
you can access anywhere else as well as consistently reliable authoritative informed and relevant the content of transition elements advances in research and application 2012 edition has been produced by the world s
leading scientists engineers analysts research institutions and companies all of the content is from peer reviewed sources and all of it is written assembled and edited by the editors at scholarlyeditions and available
exclusively from us you now have a source you can cite with authority confidence and credibility more information is available at scholarlyeditions com
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Ethical Artificial Intelligence in Power Electronics

2024-08-01

this book focuses on the use of ai ml based techniques to solve issues related to iot based environments as well as their applications it addresses among others signal detection channel modeling resource optimization
routing protocol design transport layer optimization user application behavior prediction software defined networking congestion control communication network optimization security and anomaly detection

Big Data Analytics and Computational Intelligence for Cybersecurity

2022-09-01

this book is an elaborate account of the effects of abiotic stressors on cereals crops it not only discusses the impacts of abiotic stress on the crops but also the physiological biochemical and molecular strategies
applied in plant of cereal crops to alleviate the detrimental effects of abiotic stressors the book also elaborates on various molecular response to the abiotic stress it is a knowledgebase providing readers latest
updates on development of high performance diagnostics stress induced responses genomics phenomics and metabolomics involved in abiotic stress tolerance of cereal food crops the book is useful for plant scientists and
research scholars post graduate students of agriculture sciences plant physiology botany and biochemistry also benefit from this compilation

Transition Elements—Advances in Research and Application: 2012 Edition

2012-12-26

this text details the plant assisted remediation method phytoremediation which involves the interaction of plant roots and associated rhizospheric microorganisms for the remediation of soil contaminated with high levels
of metals pesticides solvents radionuclides explosives crude oil organic compounds and various other contaminants each chapter highlights and compares the beneficial and economical alternatives of phytoremediation to
currently practiced soil removal and burial practices this book covers state of the art approaches in phytoremediation written by leading and eminent scientists from around the globe phytoremediation management of
environmental contaminants volume 1 supplies its readers with a multidisciplinary understanding in the principal and practical approaches of phytoremediation from laboratory research to field application

Extending Aggregate Resources

1982-07

primer on cerebrovascular diseases second edition is a handy reference source for scientists students and physicians needing reliable up to date information on basic mechanisms physiology pathophysiology and medical issues
related to brain vasculature the book consists of short specific chapters written by international experts on cerebral vasculature presenting the information in a comprehensive and easily accessible manner numerous
changes have occurred in the field since the publication of the first edition in 1997 particularly our understanding of the genetic aspects of cerebrovascular disease this updated edition reflects the advances made over the
last two decades not only demonstrating the promise for therapy but also for a molecular understanding of cerebrovascular diseases the new edition includes new and expanded topics including carotid stenting iatrogenic
causes of stroke axonal transport and injury rnais proteomics and more provides concise chapters on topics in cerebral blood flow and metabolism pathogenesis of cerebrovascular disorders diagnostic testing and
management in a comprehensive and accessible format written by international leading authorities on cerebral vasculature provides up to date information on practical applications of basic research and the main clinical
issues facing the community such as axonal transport and proteomics

Artificial Intelligence of Things in Smart Environments

2022-02-21

the world has witnessed several revolutions since the dawn of industrial revolution some two centuries ago during the current century itself three revolutions in the area of communication information processing and
quality have taken place and each time the standard of living of man improved beyond predictions but during the same period the world population has also phenomenally increased dwarfing the gains achieved from the
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development increased level of industrial activity to meet the of humanity has caused irreversible damage to the pristine environment that the demand earth once had economic disparity between the haves and havenots has
widened aggravating the situation further more ozone layer depletion warming up of earth s atmosphere and the pollution created by uncontrolled industrial activity to gain economic strength are now assuming the
proportion of a catastrophe that may eventually threaten the survival of life on earth developed countries blame the third world countries for the uncontrolled emissions through burning of fossil fuels and for wasting
precious resources of energy by using inefficient and uneconomical technologies while the developed countries are equally responsible for avoidable ov er consumption and for the wastage of resources and energy and for
not sharing the improved and efficient technologies with the developing countries thus the wastage by both these set of countries continues unabated after all resources of the world are finite and are meant to be shared
by all its inhabitants

Sustainable Remedies for Abiotic Stress in Cereals

2022-11-17

vacation goose travel guide chittagong bangladesh is an easy to use small pocket book filled with all you need for your stay in the big city top 23 city attractions top 50 city restaurants top 3 shopping centers top
13 hotels and more than a dozen monthly weather statistics this travel guide is up to date with the latest developments of the city as of 2017 we hope you let this pocket book be part of yet another fun chittagong
adventure

Phytoremediation

2015-03-03

wisden india almanack now in it s sixth edition pays homage to india s women cricketers who over the past couple of years have been among the most talked about the most keenly followed and the most vociferously
encouraged in the country starting with menon and including karunya keshav sharda ugra lawrence booth aakash chopra amrit mathur simon barnes ian chappell shehan karunatilaka bhagwat chandrasekhar erapalli
prasanna samanth subramanian and many more the discerning reader has plenty to read and savour over 800 pages

Primer on Cerebrovascular Diseases

2017-02-10

includes entries for maps and atlases

Clean Production

2012-12-06

as we know rapid industrialization is a serious concern in the context of a healthy environment and public health due to the generation of huge volumes of toxic wastewater although various physico chemical and
biological approaches are available for the treatment of this wastewater many of them are not effective now there a number of emerging ecofriendly cost effective approaches utilizing microorganisms bacterial fungi algae
green plants or their enzymes and constructed wetland treatment systems in the treatment of wastewaters containing pollutants such as endocrine disrupting chemicals toxic metals pesticides dyes petroleum
hydrocarbons and phenolic compounds this book provides a much needed comprehensive overview of the various types of wastewater and their ecotoxicological effects on the environment humans animals and plants as well
as various emerging and eco friendly approaches for their treatment it provides insights into the ecological problems and challenges in the treatment and management of wastewaters generated by various sources

Vacation Goose Travel Guide Chittagong Bangladesh

2017-05
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antimicrobial resistance amr is a global public health threat the menace of antimicrobial resistance is present across health animal agriculture food and environment sectors it therefore requires an inter disciplinary combat
approach the one health approach envisaged by the fao unep who woah quadripartite food and agriculture organization of the united nations fao the un environment programme unep the world health organization who and
the world organisation for animal health woah this comprehensive reference book provides a thorough understanding of antimicrobial resistance across different sectors it presents deep insights and gives a global
perspective on antimicrobial resistance for policymakers the book offers essential and up to date information that enables researchers from multiple fields to design research on antimicrobial resistance the book discusses
molecular mechanisms and antibiotic resistance genes of significant antimicrobial resistant pathogens regulatory frameworks available worldwide and mitigation strategies across the sectors including probiotics
prebiotics antimicrobial peptides bacteriophages phytochemical compounds immunostimulants vaccines bacteriocins etc it compiles essays from leading experts in the field of antimicrobial resistance research the book is meant
for students and researchers in microbiology medical microbiology and public health it is also helpful for clinicians and policymakers

Wisden India Almanack 2018

2018-02-12

food and lifestyle in health and disease gathers information on various food types providing an explanation of their nutrient composition sources roles and mechanisms in health and diseases to obtain good health practices
and prevent diseases it is necessary to understand links in the relationship of food lifestyle environment and health this book is a vital source for research topics related to these issues including the following analysis of
various types of food and lifestyles for the prevention and treatment of diseases and disorders including cardiovascular disorders cancers neurodegenerative diseases diabetes hypertension and obesity the influences of
environmental pollution synergistic effects of different foods and synergy of foods with physical activity or medicine the roles of animal fungal and plant source foods in human health and disease this book is appropriate
for health conscious users health care providers and practitioners teachers and researchers

National Union Catalog

1968

despite the rapid spread of buddhism especially the esoteric system of tantra one of its most popular yet most misunderstood forms the historical origins of buddhist thought and practice remain obscure this groundbreaking
work describes the genesis of the tantric movement in early medieval india where it developed as a response to and in some ways an example of the feudalization of indian society drawing on primary documents many translated
for the first time from sanskrit prakrit tibetan bengali and chinese ronald davidson shows how changes in medieval indian society including economic and patronage crises a decline in women s participation and the formation
of large monastic orders led to the rise of the esoteric tradition in india that became the model for buddhist cultures in china tibet and japan

Medieval and Middle Eastern Studies in Honor of Aziz Suryal Atiya

2023-11-13

the is the third edition of a text that surveys the drugs used to treat bacterial fungal prarsitic and viral infections this book contains comprehensive presentations of the mechanisms for both the antimicrobial actions and
for the adverse clinical effects of these drugs complete discussions of the pharmacology are highlighted by numerous charts and tables summarizing each drug s pharmacokinetic properties and microbial susceptibility with
3500 reference citations the anitmicrobial drugs provides a complete entry into the literature making it an invaluable resource for infectious disease specialists clinical pharmacists clinical microbiologists medical
students pharmacy students and graduate students in pharmacology and microbiology

Emerging Eco-friendly Green Technologies for Wastewater Treatment

2020-03-04

this book contains information on solutions to soil water and environmental issues the deterioration of fertile soil fresh clean water and hygienic and green environments for many reasons have created concerns among the
scientific community soil water and the environment are threatened by chemical applications pesticides and fertilizers for example natural disasters erosion volcanic eruptions etc and other anthropogenic activities ghg
emission deforestation urbanization and more life is dependent on these resources if the soil is lost from where can we produce food if water is lost how will life persist if the environment is not clean how will living beings
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humans animals and birds survive this book demonstrates critical thinking about how we might save these precious resources

Handbook on Antimicrobial Resistance

2023-07-18

this book constitutes the proceedings of the 7th international conference on algorithms for computational biology alcob 2020 was planned to be held in missoula mt usa in april 2020 due to the corona pandemic the
conference was postponed to be held together with alcob 2021 the 15 full papers included in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 24 submissions they were organized in topical sections on genomics
phylogenetics and rna seq and other biological processes

Food and Lifestyle in Health and Disease

2022-04-29

the 4 volume set lnai 13455 13458 constitutes the proceedings of the 15th international conference on intelligent robotics and applications icira 2022 which took place in harbin china during august 2022 the 284
papers included in these proceedings were carefully reviewed and selected from 442 submissions they were organized in topical sections as follows robotics mechatronics applications robotic machining medical engineering
soft and hybrid robots human robot collaboration machine intelligence and human robot interaction

Indian Esoteric Buddhism

2002-12-18

in saudi arabia today a classic confrontation between islamic fundamentalism and modernism has brought the saudi banking system virtually to a state of paralysis the debate is between those upholding the traditional
islamic prohibition against charging interest on loans and those who wish to see a modern banking system capable of generating credit to support economic development drawing on personal experience interviews and
unpublished primary sources peter wilson tells a dramatic story of powerful personalities clashing cultures and often mysterious institutions with a journalists eye for the telling anecdote as well as for the statistical
evidence

Painting in the Punjab Plains

1998

complex systems are pervasive in many areas of science with the increasing requirement for high levels of system performance complex systems has become an important area of research due to its role in many industries
advances in system dynamics and control provides emerging research on the applications in the field of control and analysis for complex systems with a special emphasis on how to solve various control design and
observer design problems nonlinear systems interconnected systems and singular systems featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as adaptive control artificial neural network and synchronization this book is
an important resource for engineers professionals and researchers interested in applying new computational and mathematical tools for solving the complicated problems of mathematical modeling simulation and control

The Antimicrobial Drugs

2000-05-22

this book discusses a variety of topics related to industrial and applied mathematics focusing on wavelet theory sampling theorems inverse problems and their applications partial differential equations as a model of real
world problems computational linguistics mathematical models and methods for meteorology earth systems environmental and medical science and the oil industry it features papers presented at the international
conference in conjunction with 14th biennial conference of isiam held at guru nanak dev university amritsar india on 2 4 february 2018 the conference has emerged as an influential forum bringing together prominent academic
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scientists experts from industry and researchers the topics discussed include schrodinger operators quantum kinetic equations and their application extensions of fractional integral transforms electrical impedance
tomography diffuse optical tomography galerkin method by using wavelets a cauchy problem associated with korteweg de vries equation and entropy solution for scalar conservation laws this book motivates and
inspires young researchers in the fields of industrial and applied mathematics

The Bangladesh Development Studies

1987

microbiomics dimensions applications and translational implications of human and environmental microbiome research describes a new holistic approach to microbiomics international experts provide in depth discussion of
current research methods for studying human environmental viral and fungal microbiomes as well as the implications of new discoveries for human health nutrition disease cancer research probiotics and in the food and
agricultural industries distinct chapters covering culturomics and sub microbiomes such as the viriome and mycetobiome provide an integrative framework for the expansion of microbiomics into new areas of application as
well as crosspollination between research areas detailed case studies include the use of microbiomics to develop natural products with antimicrobial properties microbiomic enhancements in food and beverage technology
microbes for bioprotection and biopreservation microbial tools to reduce antibiotic resistance and maintenance and cultivation of human microbial communities provides an integrated approach for realizing the potential of
microbiomics across the life environmental food and agricultural sciences includes thorough analysis of human environmental viral and mycetol microbiomes as well as methods and technology for identifying microbiotes
features chapter contributions from international leaders in microbiomic methods technology and applications

A Solution to the Crises of Soil, Water, and Climate in Plant Production

2023-07-25

in the industrial era the most important potential threat to crop production is abiotic stress including toxic metal metalloid stress growing populations and rapid industrialization lead to the generation and release of
huge amounts of toxic metals metalloids into the environment altering plant physiological processes and reducing yields in the last few decades there has been extensive research to elucidate the mechanisms of tolerance to
metal metalloid toxicity and ways to improve the defense system in plants use of exogenous photoprotectants such as osmoprotectants plant nutrients phytohormones signaling molecules antioxidants amino acids and
organic acids are widely being used to improve plants tolerance to metal metalloid stress recently phytoremediation approaches have been effectively employed to remediate metal metalloid pollution this book presents the
latest insights into plant responses and tolerance in plants grown under metal metalloids stress to provide a better understanding of the topic and the future outlook

The National Union Catalogs, 1963-

1964

herbal medicine is a multidisciplinary compilation of topics in herbal medicine that are designed to enlighten all who have a stake in healthcare in light of the current trends and popularity of herbal medicine cultural societal
differences and perception and the relationship with modern healthcare this book presents selected topics to ensure that necessary information on herbal medicine in healthcare is provided apart from clarifying certain
important complexities and misconceptions on herbal medicine a general overview of herbal medicine uses of herbs in the management of diseases plant secondary metabolites analytical techniques applications in stem cell
research use as leads for conventional drug compound development and research and development of herbal medicines for healthcare are among the major discussions in this book

Algorithms for Computational Biology

2020-03-23

known to many as american university s peace legend abdul aziz said 1930 2021 led an academic career spanning nearly sixty years always a forward looking thinker said consistently sought to be among the first to
grapple with the leading edge issues ofhis day from decolonization and turbulent social change in developing countries to theinfluence of multinational corporations the normative priority of human rights culturalaspects
of conflict resolution and the promotion of islamic western understanding taken together his extensive writings innovative pedagogy and practical pursuits offera model for engaged scholarship characterized by dynamic
use of the platform providedby a university career to advance international peace intercultural dialogue and socialjustice as well as a spiritual ethic emphasizing unity and connectedness among peoplefrom diverse
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cultural religious and racial backgrounds abdul aziz said has been an innovator in international relations and peacestudies born in syria he completed his higher education in the united states and wenton to teach multiple
generations of international affairs students he was a leading scholar focusing on global peace as well as islam and peace his writings address salient global issues from the 1950s to the first decades ofthe twenty first
century div

Intelligent Robotics and Applications

2022-08-03

A Question Of Interest

2021-11-28

Advances in System Dynamics and Control

2018-02-09

Mathematical Modelling, Optimization, Analytic and Numerical Solutions

2020-02-04

Microbiomics

2020-02-21

Plants Under Metal and Metalloid Stress

2018-11-30

Herbal Medicine

2019-01-30
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Proceedings of the ... Pakistan Science Conference

1970

Abdul Aziz Said: A Pioneer in Peace, Intercultural Dialogue, and Cooperative Global Politics

2022-12-02
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